Safety Code 6 is a Crime Against Humanity!

While this letter is focused on Canada’s insidiously dangerous and disgraceful Safety Code 6, the comments apply equally to the supposed ‘safe’ radiation Exposure Limits established by the other members of what is a corrupt cartel of Western health regulatory agencies.

Those seeking the truth first need to note some historical FACTS:

- In 1961, then **U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower**, in his Farewell speech to the Nation, warned the American People: “To be on guard against the emergence of a corrupt U.S. Military-Industrial-Complex (US M-I-C).” Tragically for mankind, history knows that too few people heeded his warning! [https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/eisenhower-warns-of-military-industrial-complex](https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/eisenhower-warns-of-military-industrial-complex)

- In 1968, then **US President Johnson** in his State of the Union Address promised to protect the American people from the EMF (electro-magnetic field) radiation emitted by TV sets and other electronic equipment etc. [https://slt.merchantsecure.com/Downloads/News/1092/No%20One%20is%20Protecting%20Canadians%20From%20Man-Made%20Radiation%20Oct%202016.pdf](https://slt.merchantsecure.com/Downloads/News/1092/No%20One%20is%20Protecting%20Canadians%20From%20Man-Made%20Radiation%20Oct%202016.pdf)

- In 1971, then **US President Nixon’s** own radiation Management Advisory warned him that the levels of ELF (extremely low frequency)/RF (radio frequency) EMF radiation then present in the USA may already be biologically significant, and that the nation’s entire population might be at risk, especially if future generations are considered. [https://www.activistpost.com/2017/08/5g-international-health-crisis.html](https://www.activistpost.com/2017/08/5g-international-health-crisis.html)

- In 1995 then **US President Clinton** signed a formal Memorandum stating that transmitter masts (cell phone towers) should not be sited on schools or near residential areas.” [http://humansarefree.com/2017/08/5g-is-international-health-crisis-in.html](http://humansarefree.com/2017/08/5g-is-international-health-crisis-in.html)

- In 2004, **US Senator John McCain** stated that: “We have compelling evidence that there is an incestuous relationship between the defense industry and defense officials that is not good for America.” [http://humansarefree.com/2017/08/5g-is-international-health-crisis-in.html](http://humansarefree.com/2017/08/5g-is-international-health-crisis-in.html)

- In 2010, **US President Obama’s** own Cancer Advisory Panel identified the risk to children and adolescents from wireless radiation as the most pressing problem!” [https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/eisenhower-warns-of-the-military-industrial-complex](https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/eisenhower-warns-of-the-military-industrial-complex)

- **Barrie Trower**, world-famous, retired British naval officer, physicist and Microwave Weapons Specialist, is on record saying: “There is a 1976 document summarizing US Defense Intelligence research that is the saddest and most despicable document ever published in history.” The document lists all of the health hazards caused by wireless devices and concludes: “This should be kept secret to preserve industrial profit.” He also cited a 1950s report stating: “If this paper become known around the world, it will threaten military and commercial interests.” He especially condemned **Health Canada’s Safety Code**
6 stating that the science-based safety level published in the BioInitiative Report is 0.1 microwatts per cm² – not Canada’s 600 to 1,000 mW/cm²! [That would have been the 2007 BioInitiative Report; there are subsequent 2012 and 2017 Reports, and it was in the 2012 report which implied that Safety Code 6’s ‘safe’ Exposure Limit for RF EMFs needed to be reduced some 3-6 million times! ] https://vitalitymagazine.com/article/why-our-world-is-electropolluted/


Readers should also realize that Canada, like its major military allies, is inextricably linked to the US Military, the world’s only superpower. All ‘Five-Eyes’ member countries (the intelligence-gathering community in which I toiled for more than 16 years) i.e., the USA, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand), in order to be able to interoperate seamlessly with the US Military, were/are obliged to adopt the latter’s dangerously-high ‘safe’ Exposure Limits for RF EMFs and its thermal effects ONLY dogma! This explains why all of today’s consumer wireless products - even cell phone towers – regardless of how much power they emit, can all say that they “comply with Safety Code 6”! (See below) (Note: Health & Welfare Canada became Health Canada in 1993.)

It all started with the US Navy, in 1953, who tasked former Nazi scientist, Dr. Herman P. Schwan, to calculate for them what he thought was a ‘safe’ Exposure Limit for those exposed to RF EMFs. His recommendation of 100 W/m² (based on the thermal effects ONLY) became the basis for the present safety standards used in the western world.” The unsuspecting public need to know that scientists say that there is NO SAFE LEVEL of radiation – regardless of frequency! https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_P._Schwan http://www.stayonthetruth.com/neil-cherry.php
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One year later, in 1966, the United States of America, the IEEE’s (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer)’s internal committee: ICES (International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety - which is a ‘screen’ behind which the US Military can control things) and all ‘Five-Eyes’ member-nations (including Canada) also adopted the US Navy’s standards - and its thermal effects ONLY dogma!

Eleven years later, in 1977, Health & Welfare Canada’s Drs. Michael Repacholi and Maria Stuchly proposed to the IEEE a Canadian maximum permissible level (MPL) for microwave radiation that was mid-way between the U.S. and Russian guidelines, the latter of which were a 1,000 times lower/safer than was the Western standard: 10.0 mW/cm² vs 0.01 mW/cm², but their proposal was rejected. It is obvious that both Repacholi and Stuchly were aware then (thanks to the Russians) that there are adverse health effects caused by non-thermal RF EMFs!

Despite the above, in 1979, Health & Welfare Canada’s initial Safety Code 6 looked much like that of the US Navy’s standard and reflected its thermal effects ONLY dogma … thanks to Dr. Michael Repacholi, who, by this time, headed up Health & Welfare Canada’s Radiation Protection Bureau! Although SC6 was reviewed in 1999, 2009 and again in 2015 (when it was reduced to 4,393, 278.4 µW/m²), to this day, it adheres to the thermal effects ONLY dogma! Dr. Repacholi left Health Canada in 1983 to work at the WHO (World Health Organization).

Yet, in 2005, Dr. Michael Repacholi, on behalf of the WHO, convened a Task Force to help him determine – for the world (excluding the USA) – ‘safe’ Exposure Limits for those exposed to ELF EMFs. Instead of selecting credible independent EMF scientists, Dr. Repacholi invited eight (8) electric industry representatives to join him.
This explains the unbelievable chasm that exists between what scientists say constitutes a ‘safe’ ambient (normal) level of magnetic field for a school or a home and what both the WHO and ICNIRP say is safe: >1mG vs 2,000 mG, respectively – for the Public; 10,000 mG - for Occupations! The USA’s ‘standards,’ which are determined by ICES SC3 but promulgated to the world by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) are even worse: 9,040 mG for the Public and 27,100 mG for Occupations!
(Readers need to note that Health Canada endorses ICNIRP’s standards and recommends them to other countries!) http://www.hydroquebec.com/fields/sante-champs-magnetique.html  https://bioinitiative.org/whats-new/
Dr. Michael Repacholi, while still heading-up the “International EMF Project” at the WHO, played a key role in creating ICNIRP (International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection) in 1992, and in 1998 he helped set ICNIRP’s ‘safe’ Exposure Limits, which also were similar to those of the US Navy and shared the thermal effects ONLY dogma! (Note: Dr. Repacholi was ICNIRP’s inaugural chairman and is now chairman emeritus!) https://www.who.int/peh-emf/meetings/archive/welcome_update_iac2005.pdf

Once again, Dr. Michael Repacholi played a key role in #2006 in orchestrating things such that the WHO also adopted similar RF EMF ‘safe’ Exposure Limits to those of the US Military and adopted the thermal effects ONLY dogma! (Dr. Repacholi retired from the WHO in 2006, whereupon he became a consultant for both the electric power industry and telecom companies.)

Readers also need to note that:

- **Lloyd’s of London and Swiss Re.**, two of the world’s largest re-insurers, will not provide product liability insurance for ANY device that emits EMFs!
  - [http://scientists4wiredtech.com/what-are-4g-5g/insurance-underwriters-refuse-to-cover-wireless-industry/](http://scientists4wiredtech.com/what-are-4g-5g/insurance-underwriters-refuse-to-cover-wireless-industry/)
  - [https://ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/telecom-insurance-companies-warn-liability-risk-go-key-issues/](https://ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/telecom-insurance-companies-warn-liability-risk-go-key-issues/)

  - **Residential 50 Hz/60 Hz electricity** produces hazardous non-thermal EMFs, which scientists around the world know CAUSE (albeit not exclusively) most of today’s disease epidemics! Independent scientists say that ELF EMFs are a Class 1A carcinogen – they CAUSE cancer!
    - [https://bioinitiative.org/](https://bioinitiative.org/)

  - [http://docshare.tips/dr-neil-cherry-evidence-emf-harmful_58bf4051b6d87fc50d8b511d.html](http://docshare.tips/dr-neil-cherry-evidence-emf-harmful_58bf4051b6d87fc50d8b511d.html)

  - **All wireless radio products** emit hazardous pulsed non-thermal radio/microwave frequency radiation, which scientists globally know CAUSES (albeit not exclusively) most of today’s disease epidemics. [https://bioinitiative.org/](https://bioinitiative.org/)
    - [https://www.saferemr.com/2015/06/international-scientist-appeal-on.html](https://www.saferemr.com/2015/06/international-scientist-appeal-on.html)
    - [https://ehtrust.org/science/research-industry-influence-emfs/](https://ehtrust.org/science/research-industry-influence-emfs/)

  - **Not a single wireless radio device** has been independently tested by qualified experts (having no ties to industry) and proven to be safe, i.e., to be used by, on and around people of all ages, of all sizes, of all levels of wellness on a 24/7/365 days in perpetuity basis! Because of their relatively low power, the US FCC (Federal Communications Commission), who have no resident EMF experts, exempt these wireless products from pre-market testing to ensure they are safe to the public!
Scientists and medical experts know that the latency period for cancers and other major diseases can easily range from 10 to 30 years or longer, depending on one’s exposure to EMFs from all sources! It is known that eighty percent (80%) of all human cancers are “late developing” occurring in humans after 60 years of age!

Yet the duration of Industry-funded studies ‘showing’ that EMFs are ‘SAFE’ rarely if ever last more than three years – meaning that the studies end long before cancers and other diseases can possibly become apparent! Hence the industry has done and continues to do many short-term studies, most of which conclude that EMFs are SAFE! This explains why they have all adopted the term: “Weight of Evidence” … as opposed to what should legitimately be the “Quality of Evidence”!

Safety Code 6 does not cover ELF or power line EMFs! It provides ZERO protection against the very EMFs, especially the magnetic fields, which are known to CAUSE cancers and many other illnesses.  

Safety Code 6 also fails to recognize (admit) that there an increasing number of people around the world who are physically sensitive to EMFs. Called ‘electro-hypersensitivity’ or EHS, it is a condition which can literally force people to flee their homes, sleep in cars, in an effort to ‘escape’ EMFs! First reported in 1932, by German scientists, EHS now is estimated to affect 5-15% of the world’s population! The first celebrity to announce she suffers from EHS is Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, MD, MPH (Harvard), former Director-General of the WHO and, before that, three-time Prime Minister of Norway!

WHY Members of the Corrupt US M-I-C Adhere to the Thermal Effects ONLY Dogma:

It save militaries hundreds of billions of dollars they otherwise would have to spend to buy the additional land needed for them to build/erect their huge radar installations, such as “Pave Paws,” at safer distances from the public.
only be determined by measuring the magnetic field present at each specific location using a meter, such as a ‘Gaussmeter,’ and should not read more than one milligauss or one one-thousandths of a gauss (1 mG))!

- It assures militaries that they can now radiate maximum power in their weapons systems as and when they see fit.
- It enables them to dupe other government and military officials into accepting and installing wireless ‘smart’ meters into their nation’s critical infrastructure, such as national electric power grids and telephone systems!
- It enables corrupt governments to reap many billions of dollars from selling licenses, tax revenue and frequency spectrum auctions.
- It enables electric power utilities, like militaries, to avoid paying the billions of dollars in real estate costs they otherwise would have to spend to buy the land needed to provide safer ‘buffer zones’ to separate schools, hospitals, residential communities, etc. from overhead power lines, sub stations, power transformers, etc.).
- It enables electric power utilities to build electrical substations underground in downtown city parks - -- and even build elementary schools on top of substations! (In British Columbia, Canada, City of Vancouver, BC Hydro’s Pres/COO recently volunteered publicly that, when operational, their new underground substation will emit a magnetic field of at least 30 mG! (This unbelievable project is happening currently in Vancouver, British Columbia, and the Pres/COO has stated publicly that the substation will emit a magnetic field of ONLY 30 mG! and at no time more than 100 mG!)
- It enables electric power utilities to now utilize and compel the public to accept the insidious, globally-vilified, more costly, invasive, hackable, fire-prone wireless ‘smart’ meters (each of which has two (2) microwave radio circuits, each of which emits pulsed RF EMFs day and night in perpetuity!
- It enables electric power utilities (such as BC Hydro, Canada) to introduce TETRA communications systems to their own unsuspecting workforce.
- It enables telecom companies (like electric power utilities) to save many millions of dollars in real estate costs, as they now allowed to erect their cell towers closer to schools, hospitals, residential communities, commercial districts, etc.).
- It enables telecom companies to sell and/or install hazardous wireless products such as Wi-Fi routers, Bluetooth devices, cell phones, cordless phones, tablet and laptop computers, baby monitors, etc. in cancer clinics, hospitals, nursing homes, medical clinics, schools, hospitals, public transit systems (e.g. BC Ferries, Rapid Transit, etc.).
- It has spawned a whole new manufacturing industry in all major Western countries, the successful ones of which are making enormous profits!
- For any member of the US M-I-C to now ‘recognize’ (admit) that there are hazardous non-thermal effects to EMFs (regardless of frequency) would be an admission that their previous thermal effects ONLY dogma was wrong, leaving them all open to litigation, crippling class action law suits and, for some, possible criminal prosecution.
Champions of the thermal effects ONLY dogma are shown in the attached document.

In closing, while some might have argued in 1953 that there were no hazardous non-thermal effects to either ELF or pulsed RF EMFs, scientists know differently in 2019! And today informed people everywhere know that the feared US Military-Industrial Complex is not only real, but it has become so large and powerful that it influences and/or controls many Western governments, at all levels! Tragically for Canada, ‘Health & Welfare Canada’ as it was called in 1966, allowed itself to become inextricably tied to the US M-I-C. In doing so, it adopted both the US Military’s thermal effects ONLY dogma and its outrageously-high ‘safe’ RF EMF Exposure Limits! History knows that this one imprudent act enabled Industry to unleash its reckless, greedy and mercenary side, which it did and continues to do - with a vengeance! Today, the world is awash in wireless products, all of which are allowed - by corrupt laws - to emit toxic non-thermal radiation that scientists know CAUSES, albeit not exclusively, most of today’s disease epidemics – including many forms of cancer! The presently-named ‘Health Canada’ is unable to extricate itself from the US M-I-C, even if it wanted to, for fear that, by doing so, it would face crippling civil litigation and criminal investigations that certainly would be launched to identify those behind this most heinous of all crimes! This unspeakable crime speaks badly for so-called ‘democracies,’ because so many incompetent governments in so many Western countries of the world have proven themselves to be incapable of and/or unwilling to stop what is going on – in part because of the almighty dollar! But wait! What experts predict will be industry’s last ‘hurrah’ is just now unfolding - 5G technology! If implemented, incalculable amounts of additional pulsed non-thermal RF EMF radiation, on much higher microwave frequencies, will be emitted, not just from the estimated hundreds of thousands of terrestrial microcell towers that are expected to be in every large city, but simultaneously from more than 20,000 satellites orbiting earth! By anyone’s definition, this will be genocide! 5G is said to be the platform on which ‘smart’ cities and the ‘Internet of Things’ (‘IoT’) are to be built. Finally, it is to Canada’s great shame that this once ‘model of democracy’ has not one government – anywhere – with the temerity, courage and decency to stop this despicable insanity! But ELF and pulsed RF EMF radiation respects no one and penetrates all walls with impunity. So even the architects of this insanity will themselves be victims. Informed people know that the continuation of the human race is in serious jeopardy!

Sincerely,
J.G. Flynn, Captain (Retired)
Bowser, B.C., Canada

I have deliberately not disclosed my contact details but will do so to those deemed appropriate. I am also prepared to defend all that is said here.
James G. (“Jerry”) Flynn’s BIO

I am a retired Canadian Armed Forces captain (commissioned from the ranks in what was then the Royal Canadian Navy) who spent 22 of my 26+ years in the ‘Forces’ in Electronic Warfare (EW) and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), the former of which included two years in National Defense Headquarters (NDHQ) Ottawa, in the Directorate of Electronic Warfare (DEW). In EW I worked closely with U.S. and NATO armies and, of my own initiative, attended a major NATO army EW officers’ course in Anzio, Italy, following which I participated in a major NATO army EW field exercise in Germany. I accepted invitations to visit both the U.S. Pentagon and, subsequently, Fort Bragg, North Carolina (the US Army’s principal EW base). Earlier still, I conducted Radio Warfare/EW at sea aboard two Canadian warships.

In the SIGINT world, I spent more than 16 years working as a member of the “Five-Eyes” intelligence-gathering community, which culminated in my two-year appointment as Executive Officer and Operations Officer at one of Canada’s largest and most sensitive radio intelligence-gathering stations, where I employed some 200+ specially-trained radio operators who conducted both COMINT (Communications Intelligence) and ELINT (Electronic Intelligence) under my direction. Throughout this period, I worked closely with the USA’s NSA and, to a lesser extent, with Britain’s GCHQ.

I retired in 2005 but, since 2008, I have devoted myself (save for the period noted below) to researching, writing and speaking out publicly on this preposterous, insidious non-thermal radiation issue, now threatening all life on earth!

In the fall of 2016, cancer very nearly claimed me when my entire body was suddenly stricken with a particularly virulent form of non-Hodgkin lymphoma – which, in hindsight, I attribute solely to my own indefensible stupidity and naivety in presuming that Health Canada had tested and verified that all wireless electronic products on the market were ‘safe’ for the public to use! On leaving the Forces, in my second career, which also lasted 26-years, I was extremely fortunate to have a client list that eventually included the Saudi Arabian government plus other large multinational corporations who collectively had major operations and/or projects in various countries on five continents. Consequently, I quickly embraced all things wireless: a Blackberry cell phone, Wi-Fi routers (both in the office and at home); cordless phones (both locations), microwave ovens (both locations), laptop computer (wireless, of course), Bluetooth cell phone and heated seats in my vehicles, electric in-floor radiant heat in my homes, not to mention the EMF/EMR I was exposed to in my working and living environments. In retrospect, were it not for an excellent medical team and for my wife’s tireless attention, her extraordinary nursing skills, and for her stubborn determination not to let me go, I would not be here to continue this surreal fight!